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Address Shahe Hongsheng Glass Co.,Ltd. 
South Dadu village 
Jinbaijia industry zone 
Shahe city, Hebei province

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Our company produces various kinds, size, and color of float glass, sheet glass, clear glass sheet, reflective glass, aluminum mirror sheet, tempered
glass, hollow glass and obscure glass. The obscure glass has 30 different kinds of verification which mainly includes Mistlite, Pear, Flora, Karatachi
and Four-season-rainbow.

The further processed project now is equipped with 6 edge grinding machines for louver glass，6 precise cutting machines. Our annual sales volume
of clear, green, bronze, grey, blue plain sheet, reflective glass, obscure glass and louver glass is more than 500000 crates; the 1-10mm cut small sheet
is around 800000 square meters. We have two aluminum mirror sheet production lines, and its output is 150000 crates. So far, we have been selling
our products to more than 40 countries in Southeast Asia, Africa, South America, Middle East, America and Europe
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